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Abstract. We say that a simply typed l-term is a pruning of another one if the former is obtained from the latter by replacing some subterms with dummy constants. We prove that pruning preserves observational behaviour of a simply typed l-term if it does not modify its type nor its context. 
This result is used to define a map Fl: {simply typed l-terms}®{simply typed l-terms} removing redundant code in functional programs. In the rest of the paper we characterize such map Fl, and we introduce an algorithm to compute it.
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§ 0. Introduction.
Pruning is, in its generalmost definition, a relation between two (labelled, oriented) trees. A tree T is a pruning of a tree U iff T is obtained out of U by replacing by holes some subtrees of U. From now on, we will abbreviate T is a pruning of U by T £ U. By T < U we will mean T £ U and T  U. 
Expressions of a formal language are a particular kind of labelled trees; thus, pruning is, in particular, a relation between well-formed expressions e, e' of a given formal language. We have e £ e' iff e is obtained out of e' by replacing some subexpressions of e' by the dummy constant (), that we will use to represent a hole. For instance, suppose <É> be the constructor of n-ples (taking any number n of arguments). Then <a, (), c> £ <a, b, c>.

In this paper we study how the input/ouput behaviour of a simply typed l-term is affected by pruning (a study started in Goad [Go78]). That is, we study how the behaviour of a l-term changes if we replace some parts of it by ().
Our main result (a bit unexpected) is that the behaviour does not change if the type does not. We will prove that, if t, u : A are simply typed l-term in some context G, then
t £ u   Þ   t =obs u
(where t =obs u roughly means t, u have the same input/ouput behaviour).

In the remaining of the paper we will explore possible applications of this results. 
l-terms may be considered as (typed, functional) programs. If t £ u, then, since t is obtained by removing some parts of u, we may reasonably expect that, in any computation, the program t requires less time and space than u. Besides, if t and u have the same type and context, then (as we already said) t, u have the same input/output behaviour, that is, in any computation we may replace u with t without affecting the final result. Summing up: 
if t £ u and t, u have the same type and context, then t is an optimized version of u.
More parts of u we have to erase in order to get t, more such optimization is sharp. The best optimization will correspond to the maximum of erasure. That is, the best optimization of u (among those we may obtain in this way) is the minimum (w.r.t. £) of the set:
{t well-formed | t £ u and t, u have the same type and context }.

We will prove that such minimum always exists, and we will also define a map Fl: {simply typed l-terms}®{simply typed l-terms}which computes it. Fl is an improvement of Takayama's pruning algorithm [Tak91], whose work motivated this paper in first place. Then we will study the space and time gain we may obtain using Fl. The theoretical results we obtain are quite promising.
Yet, the effective use of Fl is limited by the fact that in hand-writted programs there is very little pruning to do. In other words, if t is a hand-written program, then either Fl(t) = t, or Fl(t) < t but the difference between Fl(t) and t is quite small. This is because it is unlike that, if we write a program ourselves, we insert in it parts which may be replaced by dummy constants (without affecting the well-formation of the program).
The effective use of Fl (if any) should concern programs with large removable parts. This seems to be the case of programs generated by other programs. The original motivation for defining Fl was to simplify programs obtained by automatic translation from constructive proofs. At least in this case, Fl seems to be useful, because programs generated from proofs are cluttered with removable parts, corresponding to the parts of the proof with no computational use. We refer to [Mo89] for a detailed discussion of the topic.
Fl could also be useful in simplifying programs obtained instanciating more complex programs, or programs obtained by automatic translation from other languages (for instance, if we have a compiler using a functional language as target language). But we did not seriously study these cases.

The l-calculus we consider in this paper is a variant of Gšdel's system T. However, the main results we obtain hold, with similar proofs, for many extensions of T: 
polymorphic l-calculus (see Boerio [Bo93]), a simply typed l-calculus with subtyping (maybe the most promising extension, see Berardi and Boerio [BerBo94]), and a simply typed l-calculus with data types (see Boerio's ph.d. thesis, in preparation).

This is the plan of the paper.
In § 1 we introduce Gšdel's system T, a simply typed l-calculus with primitive recursion, and the notion of observational equality for its l-terms.
In § 2 we define the pruning relation for l-terms.
In § 3 we derive the Main theorem of this paper: if t, u are simply typed l-term  in some context G, and t £ u, then we cannot observe any difference between the behaviour of t and u.
In § 4 we prove that for each term there exists a minimum pruning of it, among those having the same context and type. We use this theorem to define a map Fl : {terms of T}®{terms of T}, which given a term t returns an optimized version Fl(t) of it.
In § 5 we study the gains we may obtain, for what concerns computational time and space, by replacing t with Fl(t) or FL(t). Proofs in this section are omitted, we refer to [Ber93b] for details.
In Appendix we introduce an algorithm to compute Fl(t).

§ 1. Gšdel's system T.
In this section we introduce the simply typed l-calculi we will deal with in this paper: a version of Gšdel's system T. System T is a simply typed l-calculus, having an atomic type N for natural numbers, and primitive recursion on N. The results of this paper will hold for T and several extensions of it.

We will first describe our variant of system T informally. Our variant contains the set N of integers, arrow types, product types, l, appl, <., .>, pi2. Each constant or variable has a type superscript. We have the algebraic constants 0N,   SN®N, and the higher order constants for primitive recursion recN,A,(N,A®A)®A, one for each type A.
Since we are interesting in studying pruning, that is, subexpressions removal for the system T, we will also consider a constant () and an atomic type U denoting the hole left when we remove, respectively, a term or a type. () is the only element of the type U.

Since U is a singleton, then A´U, U´B, U®C, D®U are set-theoretically isomorphic to A, B, C, U. This means that expressions containing U are redundant, and they might be sharply simplified. In fact, (), U should be considered only as a temporary tool, used for the theoretical study of pruning. Eventually, when such study is over, they are of no more use, and they may be removed in an automatic way. We refer to [Ber93b] for details. For instance, we may replace A´U, U´B, U®C respectively by A, B, C, and 
<a, ()>,   <(), b>,   lxU.c,   f()
respectively by 
a,   b,   c,   f.
We will now sum up the informal presentation above into a formal definition of T. 

Definition 1 (a variant of Gšdel's system T).
(i) Let a be U or N. Then the types of T are inductively defined by the following grammar:
A 	::= a | A´A | A®A
(ii) The set of constants of T is 
ST 	=df {()U, 0N, SN®N}È{recN,A,(N,A®A)®A | A type}. 
(iii) Let A denote any type, x any name for variable, and cA any element of ST.
Then the pseudoterms of T are inductively defined by the following grammar:
t	::= cA | xA | lxA.t | t(t) | <t, t> | pi, A1, A2(t)
(iii) A context is any finite set G of variables having pairwise distinct names (we do not allow, say, xN and xN®N in the same context).
(iv) Let t, f, a1, a2 be any pseudoterm, A, B, A1, A2 any types, G any context, and cAÎ ST. The rule for deriving the statement G |- t : A (t has type A and context G) are:

______                  		________
G |- cA : A               		G |- xA : A    

G, xA |-  t : B          		G |- f : A®B   G |- a : A      
______________  		__________________ 	
G |- lxA.t : A®B   		G |- f(a) : B	

G |- a1 : A1     G |- a2 : A2           	G |- t : A1´A2
___________________           	______________
G |- < a1, a2 > : A1´A2               	G |- pi,A1,A2(t) : Ai

A pseudoterm t is a term iff G |- t : A is derivable, for some G, A. 
(v) By "t : A" we will mean "G |- t : A for some G". Two terms t : A, u : B have a common context iff for some G both G |- t : A and G |- u : B are derivable .
(vi) The reductions of T are b, p:
(lxA.t)(u)	®b 	t[x:=u]		(b)
pi(<a1, a2>) 	®p 	ai		(pi)
and the (higher order) algebraic reductions for rec:
rec(0, a, f) 	®rec0 	a		(rec0)
rec(S(n), a, f) 	®recS 	f(n)(rec(n, a, f))     	(recS)

We denote the set of free variables of a term t by FV(t), as usual. A term t has a unique type, and context G iff FV(t) Í G. Hence two terms t, u have a common context iff FV(t)ÈFV(u) is a context, that is, iff any variable declared with a type in t is declared with the same type in u, and conversely.
For sake of readability, we will often drop type subscritpts and superscripts. We will also write A´(B´(C É)), and A®(B®(ÉC)) in the more readable forms A´B´C É and A,B,É®C. We call atom an atomic type, and we reserve the lower case greek letters: a, b, g, d, É for denoting atoms. The constant recN,A,(N,A®A)®A will sometimes be abbreviated by recA. 
We suppose that substitution involves a-conversion, in order ot avoid variables clashes. Substitutions are maps from some finite set of variables, denoted by dom(s), to the set of terms. We denote substitutions with s, t, É. A substitution s is on t iff FV(t) Í dom(s); it isclosed iff s(x) is closed for each xÎdom(s). 
We use the traditional notations for reduction relations:

Definition 2.
(i) ®1 is the contextual closure of ®b È ®p È ®rec0 È ®recS. 
(ii) ®* denote any finite (and possibly zero) number of steps of ®1.
(iii) ®n , ®£n, ®³n denote (exactly, at most at least) n steps of ®1. 
(iv) =R is the symmetric and transitive closure of ®*. 

We will call algebraic the terms containing only constants of the form fa1, É,an®b (fb if n = 0), and variables of the form xa, and applications. System T contains only the algebraic terms of the form (), xU, or Sk(0), Sk(xN) for some k, but the result of the paper may be easily extended to systems with more algebraic terms.
We will call  U-free a term if U (and consequently also ()U) does not occur in it. Eventually (see [Ber93b] ) each term having an U-free type may be turned into an U-free term equivalent to it.

A last notion we need to introduce is the observational equality =obs. Roughly speaking, we have t =obs u if we cannot observe any difference between the behaviour of t and the behaviour of u.

Definition 3. 
(i) (Contexts) Let .A be a fixed variable of type A. Then a context with hole .A is any term C[.A] where .A occurs exactly once. If .A occurs in some part of the form lxC.f we say that C[.A]binds xC. By C[t] we denote the "literal" (with possibly capture of free variables) substitution of .A with t in C[.A].
(ii) (Observational equality)Suppose t, u be any terms having the same type A and a common context. Then we define:
(t =obs u) 	Ûdf " C[.A] : N binding all free variables in t, u:    C[t] =R C[u].

The reader should think of C[.A] as an observation, aiming to discover any difference in the behaviour of t, u. If no observation is able to discover any difference between t and u, then we say that t, u are observationally equal. Remark that it is meaningful to compare two typed terms only if they have the same type and a common context.
Observational equality is a notion of program equivalence. It allows us to identify essentially equivalent programs (say, two different programs for the addition), even when they are not convertible. The main goal of this paper is to study under which condition pruning preserves =obs. 
=obs has been choosed because it has a short definition, yet it is equivalent to the main notions of program equivalence which has been proposed for Gšdel's T. In particular, =obs is equivalent to extensional equality, to the maximum consistent equality, and to equality in a PER model (see [Sta86], [Ber93a] for a proof and a more detailed discussion about program equivalence).

 We propose to the reader the following example, if (s)he want to familiarize (her)himself with =obs.

Example 1. Let f, g : N®N be closed. Check that f =obs g implies ("numeral n : N)(f(n) =R g(n)), in other words, that f, g have the same input/ouput behaviour.
(Hint: consider the observation [.N®N](n) : N).

We end this section by collecting into a Theorem and two Lemmas some well-known properties of T and =obs. 

Theorem 0. (Martin-Lšf, Tait).
System T is Church Rosser and Strongly normalizing.

Proof. 
We refer to Barendregt [Ba93].

Lemma 1.
(i)   Any closed normal form of T having an atomic type is closed algebraic.
(ii)  A closed algebraic term is either equal to () or U-free.

Proof.
(i) and (ii). Let t be any closed normal form having an atomic type. We will prove that it has the shape (), or Sk(0) for some integer k. As a consequence, t will be algebraic, and either equal to () or U-free.
Consider the tree form of t. Since t is normal and it has atomic type, its leftmost branch consists of elimination rules only (that is, of appl , pi only), and it ends into a free variable or in a constant (See [Pra65] for a proof of this fact). Since t is also closed, its leftmost branch must end into a constant c.
If c is an algebraic constant ((), 0, or S), then t must have the shape (), 0, S(u), for some closed normal u having type N. By induction hypothesis, u contains only algebraic constants, and we are done.
If c is a higher order constant rec, then we derive a contradiction. In this case, t must contain a term of the shape rec(n)(a)(f), with n closed normal, and having type N. By induction hypothesis, n is algebraic. This implies n = 0 or S(m); in both cases, t would not be normal.


§ 2. A notion of pruning for simply typed l-terms.
In this section we formally define the notion of pruning for simply typed l-terms, the subject of this paper.

Definition 4. 
(i) Let A, B be any types, and s be any constant or a variable, and x be any variable, and t, u be terms. Suppose e, e' be expressions of the language of T (terms or types). We define e £ e' (to be red e is a pruning of e') inductively, as follows:
(())	() £ t, for any term t.
(U)	U £ A, for any type A.

(atom) 	a  £ a, for any atom a
(®) 	A®B 	£ A'®B'	if A £ A' and B £ B'
(´)	A´B 	£ A'´B'	if A £ A' and B £ B'

(symb)	sA 	£ sA' 	if A £ A'
(l)	lxA.t 	£ lx'A'.t'	if A £ A' and t[xA := zA] £ t'[x'A' := zA'], 
			for some fresh variable z
(ap)	t(u) 	£ t'(u') 	if t £ t'   and u £ u'	
(<>)	<t, u>	£ <t', u'> 	if t £ t'   and u £ u'
(pi)	pi(t) 	£ pi(t') 	if t £ t'   

(ii). Let G, D be two contexts (finite sets of variables). Then we put:
G £ D   iff   "x name of variable: (xAÎG) Þ ($B ³ A)(xBÎD)

The meaning of the clauses (()) and (U) is that pruning may replace a term or a type with a hole, denoted, respectively, by (), U. In other words, a term or a type may be completely removed. The meaning of the remaining clauses is that such replacing may take place on (any number of) subexpressions. In the clause (l) we replace x, x' with some fresh variable z in order to define a relation £ invariant under a-conversion. Without  such caution, we would have lx.x £ lx.x, but not lx.x £ ly.y. Remark that the relation £ is defined only on well-formed expressions; thus, each time we write t £ u, we are implicitely assuming that t, u are well-formed. G £ D means that D contains all the variables of G, but with type superscripts greater or equal than those they have in G. And it means that D may also contain variables not in G.

Pruning transforms a type B into a simpler type A, and a term u : B into a simpler term t : A (possibly having a simpler context, too). Roughly speaking, the intuition behind it is: 
t still "execute as much of the task of u we may still execute in the simplified type A (and in the simplified context)".
For instance, if t = () £ u,  then t "executes no part of the task of u", because "we may execute no task" in the oversimplified type U. All other clauses for deriving t £ u are compatible with term formation, hence they preserve in t as much as possible of what u may do. As we shall see in § 3, when A = B and t, u have a common context, then t and u "execute the same tasks", that is, we have t =obs  u.

We have the following straightforward algorithm to decide whether A £ A' and t £ t':

Algorithm for £. Let A, A' be types and t, t' be (well-formed) terms.
(i) A £ A' iff 
either 	A = U, 
or 	A = A'  = a for some atom a, 
or 	A = A1´A2, A' = A'1´A'2 	and Ai £ A'i for i = 1, 2, 
or 	A = A1®A2, A' = A'1®A'2 	and Ai £ A'i for i = 1, 2, 
(ii) t £ t' iff
either	t = (), 
or	t = sA, t' = sA', 		and A £ A', for some constant or variable s, 
or	t = lxAb, t' = lx'A'b', 	and A £ A', b[xA = zA] £ b'[x'A':= zA'] (z fresh),
or	t = f(a), t' = f'(a'), 	and f £ f', and a £ a'
or 	t = <a1, a2>, t' = <a'1, a'2>, 	and ai £ a'i for i = 1, 2 
or 	t = pi(c), t' = pi(c'), 	and c £ c'

We will often use the algorithm for £ without quoting it. We will write t < u as a shorthand for t £ u and t  u, and t ³ u, t > u as synonyms of u £ t and u < t.. We propose now some examples of pruning:

Example 2. Check:
(i) A´B´(C®D)  >  U´B´(C®D), A´U´(C®D), A´B´(U®D)  >  U´U´(U®D)  >  U.
(ii) f(a, b) >  f'(a, ()), f"((), b)  >  f"'((), ())  >  ()	
(supposing f : (A,B®C), f' : (A,U®C), f" : (U,B®C), f"' : (U,U®C) and f ³ f', f" ³ f"')
(iii) <a, b>  >  <a, ()>, <(), b> >  ()
(iv) lxAlyB.x  >  lxAlyU.x 
*(v) lxA.x  >  lyA.x does not hold if x  y.

Expression like U´U´(U®D), f"'((),()) , lxAlyU.x, É are quite ugly to see, but if we remove (), U (as we do in [Ber93b], § 6), they become just D, f"', lxA.x, É . 


§ 3. Pruning and observational behaviour.
In this section we will derive the main Theorem of this paper. We will prove that, if t, u : A have a common context, and t £ u, then t =obs u (there is no difference between the behaviour of t, u). This will imply that the program t is a simplified version of the program u.
Our first step is to prove the main Theorem when t is closed and normal, and A is atomic. 

Lemma 2. Let t, u be terms and t £ u.
(i) If t is U-free, then t = u.
(ii) If t is closed normal and it has an atomic type, then either t = ()U or t = u.

Proof. 
(i) No subexpression in u has been removed in order to obtain t, otherwise we would  find the placeholders U, ()U in t. Thus, t = u. (An alternative proof runs by induction on t).
(ii) By 0.(ii) t is algebraic, and by 0.(iii) either t = ()U, or t is U-free. In the second case, by point (i) above we conclude t = u.

Lemma 2.(ii) says that the main Theorem holds for t, u : A when t is closed and normal, and A is atomic. We will now try to drop some of the restrictive hypothesis we still have. The hard step is to drop the hypothesis t normal. We have first to prove a kind of commutativity between £ and substitution and reduction. This is done in the next two Lemmas.

Lemma 3. Let a' ®r b' be an algebraic reduction of the system T. If () < a £ a', then for some b £ b' we have a ®r b.

Proof. The possible shapes of a' ®r b' are:
recC'(0, c', g') 		®rec0  c'		(rec0)
recC'(S(n'), c', g') 		®recS g'(n')(recC'(n', c', g'))	(recS)
By starting from () < a £ a', and applying four times the Criterion for £, we get a = recC(m, c, g), for some C, and some m £ 0 or m £ S(n') (versus pruning order), according to the case, and some c £ c', g £ g'. The term m is the first argument of recC, hence it has type N. Thus, () < m. From it we deduce either m = 0, or m = s(n) for some () < s £ S and some n £ n', according to the case. Since s £ S implies s = () or s = S, we must have s = S. We conclude a = recC(0, c, g), recC(S(n), c, g), and:
recC(0, c, g) 		® c		(rec0)
recC(S(n), c, g)	 	® g(n)(recC(n, c, g))	(recS)
If we put b = c, g(n)(rec(n, c, g)), then we have b £ b', Q. E. D..

Lemma 4 (Commutation of £ with substitution and reduction). Let G, xA |- t : C and G', xA' |- t' : C'. Suppose G |- a : A and G' |- a' : A'. Then:
(i) 	t £ t', A £ A', a £ a'	Þ t[xA:=a] £ t'[xA':=a']
(ii)	if t' is a redex with reduct u', and t > (), then also t is a redex, with reduct u £ u'.
(iii) 	t £ t' and t'®n u' 	Þ t ®£n u, 	for some u £ u'.

Proof.
(i) By induction on t. If t = (), then t[xA:=a] = () £ t'[xA':=a']
Assume now t = sC, t' =  sC' for some constant or variable s. We distinguish two subcases: s = x and s  x. In the subcase s = x, we have A = C and A' = C', because xA cannot occur in G, xA with two different types. Thus, t[xA:=a] = a £ a' = t'[xA':=a']. In the subcase s  x, we have t[xA:=a] = sC £ sC' = t'[xA':=a'].
In the four remaining cases the thesis follows immediately from the ind. hyp..
(ii) Assume t' be a b-redex. Then, by applying the Criterion for £ twice, we have t = (lxA.b)(a), t' = (lx'A'.b')(a'), u' = b'[x':=a], with A £ A', b[xA:=zA] £ b'[x'A':=zA'] (for some z fresh), a £ a'. By (i) above we obtain b[x:=z][z:=a] £ b'[x':=z][z:=a']. Since z is fresh, we deduce b[x:=a] £ b'[x':=a']. Thus, if we put u = b[x:=a], we conclude u £ u' and t ®1 u.
Assume t' be a p-redex. Then, by applying the Criterion for £ twice, we have t = pi(<a1, a2>) £ pi(<a1', a2'>) = t', with ai £ a'i for i = 1, 2. We have u' = a'i, and we may choose u = ai £ a'i = u'.
Assume t' be an algebraic redex. Then the thesis follows by Lemma 3.
(iii) It is enough to consider the case n = 1, the general case will follows by induction on n. Assume now t £ t' and t' ®1 u', in order to prove t ®£1 u, for some u £ u'. We proceed by induction on t'. We may assume that  t > () (otherwise, t = (), and if we choose u = (), we obtain t ®0 u £ u', independently of t', u'). If t' is not the redex being reduced, then the thesis follows immediately from the ind. hyp.. If t' is the redex being reduced, we apply (ii) above and t > ().

We are now able to prove our main Theorem when t, u have the same type.

Theorem 1 (Main Theorem, weak form). Let t, u be any terms with the same type A and a common context. Then t £ u Þ t =obs u.

If t, u are closed, and A = N, then let e the normal form of u. Then u ®n e for some n, and thus, by Lemma 4.(iii), t ®£n d for some d £ e. Since d : N and d is closed normal, we have d = e by Lemma 2.(ii). We conclude t =R u (hence t =obs u).
Take now any t, u, A. Assume C[.A] be any context binding all free variables in t, u. Then C[t] £ C[u] : N because £ is compatible with term formation. Therefore C[t] =R C[t] by the previous reasoning. We conclude t =obs u, for any t, u, A satisfying the hypothesis.

We will now show what kind of applications we expect for the Main Theorem. Consider two closed terms t, u : N®N such that t £ u. Then, since t =obs u, by the Exercice 1 we have t(n) =R u(n) for each natural number n. Thus, t, u are two programs having the same input/ouput behaviour, but t is simpler than u, because it has been obtained by removing some parts of u. In other words, Theorem 1 says that pruning is a way of simplifying programs, as long as type and context are preserved. This idea will be developped from section 5 on. 
The result contained in the Main Theorem is new, essentially because the relationship between pruning and input/output behaviour was never studied in general. Kreisel and Troelstra [KreTro78] proved that a particular kind of pruning preserves the realization relation, a result implied by our one. However, Kreisel and Troelstra's result is often enough, as long as we only consider the applications of pruning to Program Extraction.
We introduce now an example (due to Ch. Mšhring) of simplification of a program using pruning.

Example 3. Consider the program u, taking in input an integer n : N, having two parameters x , y : N, two auxiliary functions f : N®N, g : N,N®N, and returning an integer output. The initial values of x, y are a, b, and for n times u replace x with f(x) and y with g(x, y). The output of u is the final value of x.
Write a l-term u : N®N representing u. Then u(n) = fn(a), but the program u during its computation applies n times also g, and then it trashes the result. So g is useless and should be removed.
Find a t £ u which does not use g, but still computes fn(a); in other words, prune away g from u.

Solution. Represent the pair <x, y> with a single variable w : N´N. 
Then put u = ln.p1(rec(n, <a, b>, h)) : N®N, with
h   =   lm, wN´N. <f(p1(w)), g(p1(w), p2(w))> : N, N´N®N´N
Then a term t £ u not contaning g is t = ln.p1(rec(n, <a, ()U>, h')) : N®N, with
h'   =   lm, wN´U. <f(p1(w)), ()U> : N, N´U®N´U 
and h' £ h. If we remove from t all U's and all connectives concerning them, we obtain, for t, the more readable expression
ln.rec(n, a,  (lm, wN. f(w))) : N®N.

Example 3 is the protype of the simplifications that pruning may do in system T. In T, pruning only removes those parameters and subterms which do not contribute to the computation of the final output. On suitable extensions on T, pruning may perform finer simplifications (we refer to § 8 of [Ber93b], and to [BerBo94], [Bo93] for details).


§ 4. The optimization map Fl (weak form).
In this section we prove that for each term there exists a minimum pruning of it, among those having the same context and type. We use this theorem to define a map Fl : {terms of T}®{terms of T}, which given a term t returns an optimized version Fl(t) of it. Fl is an improvement of Takayama's pruning algorithm [Tak91].
In the next sections we will discuss the possible uses of Fl, and give an algorithm to compute it.

Our first step it to derive some basic properties of the pruning relation £.

Lemma 5. £ is an order relation (over types and terms of T).

Proof. We prove separately that £ is reflexive, symmetric and transitive.
(refl.) We may easily prove e £ e by induction on e (with e either type or term). 
(symm.) Assume now e1 £ e2 £ e1, in order to check e1 = e2. We proceed by induction on e1. Since e1 £ e2, then either e1 = (), U or e1, e2 start with the same symbol. If e1 = (),  U then e2 £ e1 implies e2 = (), U (otherwise e2 £ (), U would be false).  If e1, e2 start with the same symbol then the thesis follows immediately from the inductive hypothesis on the subexpressions of e1, e2.
(trans.) Assume e1 £ e2 £ e3, in order to prove e1 £ e3. We proceed by induction on e1. Since e1 £ e2, then either e1 = (), U or e1, e2 start with the same symbol. If e1 = (), U then e1 £ e3 follows from (), U £ e3. If e1, e2 start with the same symbol  (), U, then also e3 must start with the same symbol. Thus, the thesis follows immediately from the ind. hyp. on the subexpressions of e1, e2, e3.

The map Fl we will define in this section works by choosing the smallest (w.r.t. to £) pruning Fl(t) of an expression t, among those having the same type and context as t. By our Main Theorem, we know in advance that Fl(t) =obs t. And we may reasonably expect that Fl(t) is an optimization of t (indeed, the best we may obtain using pruning) since Fl(t) has been obtained by removing some parts of t. Thus, we have only to prove that Fl is well-defined; in other words, that the inf of a bounded set of terms always exists. 
We will do it in four steps. We will first prove that the inf of two types, of two constants, of two  bounded terms always exists. Eventually, we will prove that the inf of a bounded set of terms always exists. 

Lemma 6. Let A, B be two types, and G, D two contexts. Then inf(A, B) exists, and besides:
(i)   inf(A, B) 	= U, 		if first symbol A  first symbol B
(ii)  inf(a, a)	= a		if a = N, U
(iii) inf(A1´A2, B1´B2)	= inf(A1, B1)´inf(A2, B2)
(iv) inf(A1®A2,B1®B2)= inf(A1, B1)®inf(A2, B2)
(v)  inf(G, D) 	= {xinf(A,B) | xAÎG, xBÎD}

Proof. By induction on A. We consider five cases, each of them corresponding to one of the clauses (i) - (v).
(i) If the first symbols of A, B are different, then  C £ A, B implies C = U. Thus inf(A, B) = U.
(ii) By definition of inf we have inf(A, A) = A for any A.
(iii) Let C £ A, B. Then either C = U or C = C1´C2 with Ci £ Ai, Bi for all i. By ind. hyp. on Ai we have Ci £ inf(Ai, Bi). Thus, inf(A1, B1)´inf(A2, B2) is inf(A, B). 
(iv) Let C £ A, B. Then either C = U or C = C1®C2 with Ci £ Ai, Bi for all i. By ind. hyp. on Ai we have Ci £ inf(Ai, Bi). Thus, inf(A1, B1)®inf(A2, B2) is inf(A, B). 
 (v) If F £ G, D, then for each xCÎF there are  xAÎG, xBÎG such that C £ A, B. Thus, C £ inf(A, B) , and F £ inf(G, D).

We now prove that the inf of two constants always exists.

Lemma 7. If cA, cBÎST (the set of constants of the system T), then cinf(A, B)ÎST.

Proof. If c = (), 0, S, then either A = B = U, or A = B = N or A = B = N®N. In all cases cA = cB = cinf(A, B)ÎST. If c = rec, then A = N, C, (N,C®C)®C and B = N, D, (N,D®D)®D, for some C, D. By Lemma 6.(iv) applied several times, if we put E = inf(C, D) we have inf(A, B) = N,E,(N,E®E)®E. Thus, recinf(A, B)ÎST.

We now prove that the inf of two terms having an upper bound always exists.

Lemma 8. Suppose a : A in the context G, and a' : A' in the context G'. If a, a' £ a", then inf(a, a') exists, it has type inf(A, A') and context inf(G, G'), and:
(i)    inf(a, a')	= ()		if either a = () or a' = ()
(ii)   inf(sA, sA')	= sinf(A, A')
(iii)  inf(lxA.t, lxA'.t')	= lxinf(A,A').inf(t, t')   	(*)
(iv) inf(t(u), t'(u'))	= inf(t, t')(inf(u, u'))
(v)  inf(<t,u>,<t',u'>) 	= <inf(t, t'), inf(u, u')>
(vi) inf(pi(t), pi(t')) 	= pi(inf(t, t'))

(*) By a-conversion, we may suppose that the two terms have the same bound variable x.

Proof. By induction on a (the first argument of inf). We consider six cases, each of them corresponding to one of the clauses (i) - (vi).The clauses (i) - (vi) cover all possible cases for a, a', since if a, a' £ a", then either a = (), or a' = (), or a, a', a" start with the same symbol. 
(i) Assume a = () or a' = (). In both cases inf(a, a') = (). If a = () then A = U, and if a' = () then A' = U. In both cases inf(A, A') = U, and therefore inf(a, a') = () : U = inf(A, A'). Besides, inf(a, a') has context inf(G, G'), because () has any context we like.
(ii) Let s be a constant or a variable. Let us first remark that sinf(A, A') is a term of our language. Indeed, if s is a constant, then sinf(A, A') is a term by Lemma 7, and if s is a variable, then sinf(A, A') is a term by definition. 
Assume now a"' £ sA, sA'. Then either a"' = () or a"' = sB and B £ A, A', that is, B £ inf(A, A') (by Lemma 6). It follows that sinf(A, A')  is the inf of sA, sA'. It has type inf(A, A'). We have still to check that it has context inf(G, G'). If s is a constant, then sinf(A, A') has again any context we like. If s is a variable, then sinf(A, A')Îinf(G, G'), by Lemma 6.(v), and by sAÎG, sA'ÎG'.
(iii) Let a = lxA.t : A = A1®A2, and a' = lxA'.t' : A' = A'1®A'2. Assume a, a' £ a". Then (after possibly an a-conversion) a" = lxA".t", for some A" ³ A, A' and some t" ³ t, t'. Thus, by inductive hypothesis on t, we obtain that inf(t, t') : inf(A2, A'2) exists, and it has context inf(G, xA; G', xA'). If () < a"' £ a', a", then a"' = lxA"'.t"', for some A"' £ A, A' (that is, some A"' £ inf(A, A')), and some t" £ t, t' (some t"' £ inf(t, t')). Thus:
inf(a, a') = linf(v, v').inf(t, t') : inf(A1, A'1)®inf(A2, A'2) = (by Lemma 7.(v)) inf(A, A').
Besides, inf(a, a') has the same context of inf(t, t'), less the variable xinf(A, A') . Hence inf(a, a') has context inf(G, G').
(iv) Let a = t(u) : A, and a' = t'(u') : A'. Assume a, a' £ a". Then a" = t"(u"), for some t" ³ t, t', and some u" ³ u, u', with t : C®A, u : C, t ': C'®A', u' : C'. Thus, by ind. hyp. on t, u, we obtain that inf(t, t') : inf(C®A, C'®A') and inf(u, u') : inf(C, C') exist, and both have context inf(G, G'). Thus, inf(t,t')(inf(u, u')) has type inf(A, A'), and context inf(G, G').
If () < a"' £ a', a", then a"' = t"'(u"'), for some t"' £ t, t' (some t"' £ inf(t, t')), and some u"' £ u, u' (some u"' £ inf(u, u')). Then a"' £ a, a' implies a"' £ inf(t, t')(inf(u, u')). Thus inf(a, a') = inf(t,t')(inf(u, u')), and it has the required type and context.
(v), (vi) are very similar to the previous cases and left to the reader.

We may now conclude that any bounded set of terms has an inf. This may be expressed by saying that the set of prunings of a given term is a complete lattice. (A lattice is a partially ordered set L such that each subset of L has an inf. In particular, a lattice has always a bottom (º inf(L)) and a top (º inf(Æ))).

Lemma 9. Let u : B be any term.
(i)	L(u)  = {t | t £ u} is a finite complete lattice.
(ii)	L'(u) = {t | t £ u and FV(u) |- t : B} is a sublattice of L(u).

Proof. 
(i) L(u) is finite (up to a-conversion) because each tree has a finite number of prunings. Let now X Í L(u). We have to prove that infL(X) (the inf of X in L) exists. Indeed, if X = Æ, then infL(X) = the top of L(u) = u , otherwise we may compute infL(X) by applying a finite number of times the binary inf (defined by Lemma 8).
(ii) We have to prove that L'(u) is a sublattice of L(u), that is, that if X Í L'(u), then infL(X) belongs to L'(u). This amounts to show that infL(X) has type B and context FV(u). If X = Æ, this holds because infL(X) is u. Otherwise, each tÎX Í L'(u) has the type B and context FV(u). By applying a finite number of times Lemma 8, we get that infL(X) has as type the inf of such B's, and as context the inf of such FV(u)'s. Thus, infL(X) has type B and context FV(u). Q. E. D..

We may now define a map Fl : {terms of T}®{terms of T}. Given any term t, the map Fl will return a shorter version Fl(t) of it, having the same input/output behaviour.

Definition 5. Let u : B be any term. Then we put:
Fl(u)	=df bottom of {t | t £ u, FV(u) |- t : B}.

Theorem 2 (Optimization Theorem, weak form).
(i) Fl is a well-defined map: {terms of T}® {terms of T}
(ii) Fl(u) =obs u, that is, Fl preserves the observational behaviour of a l-term.

Proof. 
Well-definition follows by Lemma 9.(ii), and Fl(u) =obs u by Theorem 1.

The name Fl stays for "Flow Algorithm", and comes from the fact that the original algorithm computing Fl was a variant of the Data Flow algorithms used in Compiler Theory. We do not explain here  how to compute Fl(u) (this will be the subject of the Appendix). As an example of application of Fl, if t, u are as in the Example 3, then Fl(u) = t. In this case Fl prunes g from u. More in general, in T, Fl removes those parameters and subterms which do not contribute to the computation of the final output. On suitable extensions on T, Fl will do more (we refer to § 8 of [Ber93b], and to [BerBo94], [Bo93] for details).
Fl is an improvement of an algorithm due to Takayama [Tak91], whose work was one of the motivation of this paper. If we would express Takayama algorithm (call it Tak(.)) in our setting, roughly speaking we would have Fl(t) £ Tak(t) £ t, and sometimes both inequalities would be strict. the reason is that Takayama consider simplifications of the form <a, ()>, <(), b> £ <a, b>, but not of the form f() £ f(a).

If we look again to example 3, we remark that Fl(u) may contain U, even if u does not (indeed, such U's are the traces of the pruning performed by Fl). Terms cluttered with (), U are disturbing in the applications; with this motivation, in [Ber93b], § 6 we studied a strong version FL of Fl, which prunes a term and then removes all U's. The difference between Fl and FL is trifling in theory, but relevant in applications.


§ 5. Complexity results.
This section contains miscellaneous results concerning the optimization map Fl. We prove that it is idempotent (i.e., that Fl2 = Fl), and we describe the improvements (in term of time of computation and space of memory) we may obtain by replacing t with Fl(t). 
All proofs of complexity results are omitted (we refer to [Ber93b], § 7 for details).

We will first prove Fl(Fl(t)) = Fl(t). This means that Fl does all the simplification it may do in one burst, and that it is useless to apply it twice.
This fact has an unexpected consequence on the gain we may obtain by replacing t with Fl(t). No uniform gain may be guaranteed. Indeed, if t has already the form Fl(u) for some u, then Fl(t) = Fl(Fl(u)) = Fl(u) = t, and in this case there is no gain at all in replacing t by Fl(t). Thus, when replacing t with Fl(t) we could sharply simplify the term (see example 3), but we could also perform no simplification at all. We do not know it in advance.
The reader could now have the impression that the only judgement on Fl may be obtained from the practice. This is not far from being true. Yet, some general result may be proved. We will indeed prove that replacing t with Fl(t) does not make space and time complexity worser. This, at least, says that to replace t with Fl(t) is worth a try, since we might gain something, but we cannot loose anything. 

Theorem 3 (Idempotency).
Fl2(t) = Fl(t).

Proof.
By definition of Fl, we have Fl2(t) £ Fl(t) £ t. Since Fl2(t) has the same type and context as t (by Thm. 2), and Fl2(t) £ t, then by definition of Fl(t) we also have Fl(t) £ Fl2(t). Thus, Fl2(t) = Fl(t) by antisymmetry (Lemma 5).

We will now justify our claim that the Flow map F never makes worser the space and time complexity of a term. First of all, we fix which evaluation strategies  for l-terms (e.s. for short) we will investigate, and which space and time measures we consider for a reduction path.

Definition 6. 
(i) L is the e.s. which always chooses the leftmost redex (the redex with leftmost first symbol).
(ii) R is the e.s. which always chooses the rightmost redex.
(iii) B is the e.s. which always choose the shortest reduction sequence to a normal form (the leftmost in the reduction tree, if there is more than one).
(iv) W is the e.s. which always choose the longest reduction sequence to a normal form (the leftmost in the reduction tree, if there is more than one).

We considered only deterministic evaluation strategies. We will denote with t ®Ln u, t ®Rn u that fact that t reduces to u by n steps of the strategy L, R. L is a form of call-by-name (left-to-right) while R is a form of call-by-value (right-to-left). Both L, R are (close to) strategies of effective use in evaluating functional programs.
The names B, W stay for "best, worst e.s.". The strategies B, W are computable (we may explore the whole reduction tree of any term, since it is always finite by Tait's theorem). Obviously, they are of no effectively use. Yet they have a theoretical interest we will precise later. 
We will now define two (rough) space and time measures.

Definition 7. Let t be any term, and S = L, R, B, W be an e.s..
(i)  TimeS(t)   =df the number of reduction steps from t to a normal form, using the strategy S.
(ii) SpaceS(t) =df the maximum size of a term along the reduction path from t to a normal form, using the strategy S.

TimeS, SpaceS are rough complexity measures for time and space. They implicitly assume that each reduction step takes exactly time 1 and space 0 to be performed. However, the use of more sophisticated measures would confirm (and sometime strengthen) our results, which are:

Theorem 4 (Time and Space bounds, weak form). Let f : N®N be any closed term, n : N be (a denotation in T for) an integer.
(i) 	Fl does not increase the time complexity of f w.r.t. the strategies S = L, R, B, W:
	TimeS(Fl(f)(n)) 	£ TimeS(f(n))
(ii) 	Fl does not increase the space complexity of f w.r.t. the strategies L, R:
	SpaceL(Fl(f)(n)) 	£ SpaceL(f(n))	
	SpaceR(Fl(f)(n)) 	£ SpaceR(f(n))    

More in general, we may prove that TimeS(Fl(t)) £ TimeS(t) and SpaceS(Fl(t)) £ SpaceS(t) for S = L, R. This mean that Fl never increases space and time complexity for (two forms of) call-by-name and call-by-value strategies. We may also prove TimeB(Fl(t)) £ TimeB(t) and TimeW(Fl(t)) £ TimeW(t). This will means that Fl never increases the length of the shortest reduction path out of a term, nor the length of the longest reduction path. In other words, even in the most favourable case the evaluation of t cannot be shorter than all evaluations of Fl(t), and even in the less favourable case the evaluation of Fl(t) cannot be longer than all evaluations of t.

It is interesting to remark that we take the highest advantage out of Fl when (as usually happens) we have an e.s. close to R (more in general, close to call-by-value). This is because we may replace subterms of the form f(a) by f(), and in this case we do not have to evaluate a. Dually, we take the lowest advantage out of Fl when we have an e.s. close to L (more in general, close to call-by-name).
As an example, consider again the term u defined in the example 3. If we evaluate by value, u(n) will compute n times f and n times g, while Fl(u)(n) will  only compute n times f. If, instead, we evaluate by name, both u(n) and Fl(u)(n) will  only compute n times f. 
More in general, let the head reduction strategy be the leftmost reduction strategy, stopped as soon as there are no more redexes on the leftmost branch. Then we may prove that pruning does not reduce the number of head reductions, as long as type is preserved:

Theorem 5. Let t : A, t' : A'. Suppose t £ t', and A be U-free. Then:
 t' ®headn u'   Þ   t ®headn u, for some u £ u'.

This fact was first conjectured by T. Coquand. The Theorem implies TimeL(Fl(f)(n)) = TimeL(f(n)), because head reduction and L coincide on Fl(f)(n), f(n) : N (and N is U-free).
However, in practice Fl decreases space and time consume also when we use a call-by-name strategy. Indeed, even if Fl(f)(n), f(n) require the same number of steps to normalize, each single reduction step requires less time and space (in general) on Fl(f)(n) than on f(n). And the space comsume is cut down anyway, even if we evaluate by name; that is, in general we have SpaceL(Fl(f)(n)) < SpaceL(f(n)). Besides, if we remove the U's left in Fl(f) by pruning (as we did in [Ber93b]), then we may shorten TimeL(f(n)), too. Let us consider the example 3 once more: the reader could check that to compute the U-free version of Fl(u)(n) requires less steps than to compute u(n), even on call-by-name. 
Last but not least, let us remark that real evaluation strategies are much closer to call-by-value (where the advantage of Fl is maximum) than to call-by-name (where the advantage of Fl is minimum).
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Appendix: an algorithm to prune l-terms.
In this appendix we describe a recursive algorithm computing the map Fl(t). All proofs of the Appendix are either skipped or just sketched.

The original algorithm introduced to compute Fl, and the only one actually implemented, is a variant of the Data Flow algorithms used in Compiler Theory. It uses automatic propagation of Mohring's marking of a term ([Mo89]). In this section, we will instead introduce a recursive algorithm for Fl, less efficient but easier to explain. 
To compute Fl(t) requires to find the minimum u £ t having still the same type and context as t. The algorithm we introduce in fact solves a more general problem we called the Stabilization problem. Suppose we have a term v £ t, a type A and a context G between those of v and those of t. The Stabilization problem consists in looking for the minimum term u £ t still "performing the same tasks as v" (hence ³ v), but with type A and context G. If no u with the required type and context exists between v and t, we take the minimum u between v and t with type ³ A and context ³ G. Such an u always exists because the terms £ t form a complete lattice, and because the conditions "type ³ A and context ³ G" are satisfied by t itself and preserved by the inf operator.
Any algorithm solving the Stabilization problem may be used to compute Fl(t). We have only to choose G = the context of t, and v = ()U, A = the type of t. With such data, u is the minimum term £ t having the same type and context as t. Thus, from now on we will only be concerned with solving the Stabilization problem.
We will now introduce a recursive algorithm solving the Stabilization problem. We called it the Stabilization Algorithm.

The Stabilization Algorithm. Assume G |- t : A,  G '|- t' : A' and t' £ t. The algorithm takes in input a type A" between A', A, and a context G"' between G', G. It returns in output the minimum tout, Aout, Gout, between t', t, and A", A, and G"', G, such that Gout |- tout : Aout.

The Stabilization algorithm is recursive over t. We describe it only informally, adding some justifications (not a formal correctness proof) for the crucial computation steps. 
The first step is to check whether A" = A' and either G"' = G', or t' = ()U, 0N, SN®N. In both cases, we have G"' |- t' : A", hence the term tout we are looking for is nothing but t'. We return tout = t', Aout = A", Gout = G"'. Otherwise, we know that t ³ tout  ()U, 0N, SN®N, that is, that t and tout have to start with the same symbol  (), 0, S. The next step of our algorithm will depend on such a symbol.

(rec) Let t = recC. Suppose we have A = N,C, (N,C®C)®C. Let C"1, C"2, C"3, C"4 be the subtypes of A" corresponding to the four occurrences of C in A (with C"i = U if the ith occurrence of C has no corresponding in A"). Then we put Cout = sup{C"i | i = 1,É,4}, and we return tout = recCout, and Aout = N,Cout, (N,Cout®Cout )®Cout, and Gout = G"'. 

(var) Let t = xA. If A"' is the type of x in G"' (with A"' = U if x is not in G"'), then we return:
tout = xsup(A",A"'),    Aout = sup(A",A"'),    Gout = G"'-{xA"'}+{xsup(A",A"')}. 

(l) Let t = lxB.c : B®C. Then either t' = lxB'.c' : B'®C' or t' = ()U, and A" = B"®C" (we cannot have A" = U, since this would imply t' = ()U, a case we already considered). We apply our recursive algorithm to c, c', and the type C" and the context G"', B", obtaining cout : Cout in a context Gout, Bout. Then we return tout = lxBout.cout,  Aout = Bout®Cout and Gout.

(appl) Let t = f(c) : A, with f : C®A. This is the crucial case. We first observe that tout = fout(cout) for some fout, cout we have to compute. Put f' = the functional part of t' and c' = the argument part of t' (with  f' = c' = ()U in the case t' = ()U). Let C' = the type of c'. We are looking for the smallest 
Gout ³ G"',     fout ³ f',     Cout ³ C',     Aout ³ A",     cout ³ c',
such that:
Gout |- fout : Cout®Aout     and     Gout |- cout : Cout

In the points (a) É (e) below we will now define a recursive procedure computing Gout, fout, Cout, Aout , cout. The procedure takes as inputs the lower bounds G"', f', C', A", and c' : C'. 
(a) We first apply the Stabilization algorithm to f, f', the type C'®A" and the context G"'. We obtain the minimum
 fout1 ³ f',     (Cout1®Aout1) ³ (C'®A"),     Gout1 ³ G"'
such that Gout1 |- fout1 :  Cout1®Aout1. 
Remark that, since by definition fout ³ f', (Cout®Aout) ³ (C'®A"), Gout ³ G"' and Gout |- fout :  Cout®Aout, by minimality of fout1, Cout1, Aout1, Gout1 we deduce:
fout1 £ fout,     Cout1 £ Cout,     Aout1 £ Aout,     Gout1 £ Gout
(b) We apply now the Stabilization algorithm to c, c', the type Cout1 and the context Gout1. We obtain the minimum
 cout1 ³ c',     Cout2 ³ Cout1,     Gout2 ³ Gout1
such that Gout2 |- cout1 :  Cout2. 
Remark that, since we also have cout ³ c', Cout ³ Cout1, Gout ³ Gout1 and Gout |- cout : Cout, by minimality of cout1, Cout2, Gout2 we deduce:
 cout1 £ cout,     Cout2 £ Cout,     Gout2 £ Gout
(c) We check whether Cout1 = Cout2 and Gout1 = Gout2, or not.
(d) In the affermative case, we have Gout1 |- fout1 :  Cout1®Aout1 and Gout1 |- cout1 :  Cout1. We stop and we return:
Gout =  Gout1 ,     fout =  fout 1,     Cout = Cout1,     Aout = Aout1,     cout = cout1.
(e) In the negative case (if either Cout1 < Cout2 or Gout1 < Gout2), we choose as new lower bounds for Gout, fout, Cout, Aout , cout the values:
G"' = Gout2,     f' = fout1,     C' = Cout2,     A" = Aout1,     c' = cout1 :  Cout2.
Then we continue our search for Gout, fout, Cout, Aout , cout from point (a).

At each cycle, either both C' and G"' increase, or C' increases and G"' stays the same, or the converse.Since there are only finitely many types £ C and finitely many contexts £ G, the procedure eventually stops.

(pair) Let t = <b,c> : B ´ C. This case is very similar to the previous one. We first observe that tout = <bout, cout>, for some bout, cout we have to compute. Put b' = the left-hand side of t' and c' = the right-hand side of t' (with  b' = c' = ()U in the case t' = ()U). Let B' = the type of b', and C' = the type of c'. We are looking for the smallest
Gout ³ G"',     bout ³ f',     Bout ³ B",     cout ³ c',     Cout ³ C",
such that:
Gout |- bout : Bout     and     Gout |- cout : Cout

In the points (a) É (e) below we will now define a recursive procedure computing Gout, bout, Bout, cout, Cout. The procedure takes as inputs the lower bounds G"', b', B", c', C". 
(a) We first apply the Stabilization algorithm to b, b', the type B" and the context G"'. We obtain the minimum
 bout1 ³ b',     Bout1 ³ B",     Gout1 ³ G"'
such that Gout1 |- bout1 :  Bout1. 
Remark that, since by definition bout ³ b', Bout ³ B", Gout ³ G"' and Gout |- bout :  Bout, by minimality of bout1, Bout1, Gout1 we deduce:
bout1 £ bout,     Bout1 £ Bout,     Gout1 £ Gout
(b) We apply now the Stabilization algorithm to c, c', the type C" and the context Gout1. We obtain the minimum
 cout1 ³ c',     Cout1 ³ C",     Gout2 ³ Gout1
such that Gout2 |- cout1 :  Cout1. 
Remark that, since we also have cout ³ c', Cout ³ C", Gout ³ Gout1 and Gout |- cout : Cout, by minimality of cout1, Cout1, Gout2 we deduce:
 cout1 £ cout,     Cout1 £ Cout,     Gout2 £ Gout
(c) We check whether Gout1 = Gout2, or not.
(d) In the affermative case, we have Gout1 |- bout1 :  Bout1 and Gout1 |- cout1 :  Cout1. We stop and we return:
Gout =  Gout1 ,     bout =  bout 1,     Bout = Bout1,     cout = cout1,     Cout = Cout1.
(e) In the negative case (if Gout1 < Gout2), we choose as new lower bounds for Gout, bout, Bout, cout , Cout the values:
G"' = Gout2,     b' = bout1,     B" = Bout1,     c' = cout1,     C" =  Cout1.
Then we continue our search for for Gout, bout, Bout, cout , Cout from point (a).

At each cycle, G"' increases.Since there are only finitely many contexts £ G, the procedure eventually stops.

(pi) Let t = pi(u) : A, with u : A1 ´ A2 and A = Ai. Then either t' = pi(u') : A1' ´ A2' or t' = ()U. We apply the Stabilization algorithm to u, u', the type A" ´ U (if i = 1) or U ´ A" (if i = 2) and the context G"'. Suppose we obtain uout : A1out ´ A2out in the context Gout. Then we return tout = pi(uout),  Aout = Aiout and Gout.

Example 4. 
Check, using the algorithm 3, that if u = (lxN.lyN.xN)(aN, bN) : a and G = {aN, bN} then Fl(u) =  (lxN.lyU.xN)(aN, ()U) (henceFl(u) =  (lxN.xN)(aN), if we forget all U's). 


